Summary: Due to their chemical plasticity, Cysteine residues (Cys) can serve many different functions. Identification and classification of reactive Cys isn't a trivial job: currently, no available tool exists for an all-round, comprehensive (inclusive of all different functional types) analysis of Cys; herein we present a computational platform called Cpipe, dedicated to this task: it implements state-of-the art protocols, elaborating and displaying a wealth of information, sufficiently orthogonal to allow a thorough evaluation of all major aspects of Cys reactivity. Availability and Implementation: Cpipe is implemented in Python and freely available at
Introduction
Cysteine (Cys) is an amino acid that plays important roles in proteins, with functions ranging from structural (metal binding, MB; disulfide, SS) to catalytic and regulatory (via post translational modifications, PTM). Cys functional plasticity is mainly due to the properties of its functional group, which can participate in a broad range of reactivities (Marino and Gladyshev, 2012) . Reactive Cys tend to present a nucleophilic character, particularly Cys thiolates (Winterbourn and Hampton, 2008) ; however, while favorable 'energetic' properties may promote Cys reactivity, they do not always explain Cys behavior (Gould et al., 2015) . To date, various computational protocols have been developed for the prediction of specific Cys types (e.g. SS, or MB, or catalytic) and are usually 'limited' to one task, i.e. binary classification (functional: yes or no), in the process fostering little additional insights. More generally, methods and tools targeting the broader spectrum of Cys functional diversity are currently absent. On these premises, we started working on the Cpipe service: it stands between a calculation platform and a prediction server and includes both sequence and structure based evaluations (a plus in the field, usually confined to either sequence or structure based predictions).
Materials and methods
The pillars of the Cpipe service are: (i) the reactivity analysis, evaluating structure based features (to assess intrinsic Cys reactivity) and (ii) the functional analysis (prediction of functional roles: MB, disulfide, catalytic and PTM) (see Supplementary Fig. S1 and related discussion).
The reactivity analysis is performed with our previously developed algorithm HAL-Cy, evaluating Hydrogen bond network, exposure and similarity with known nucleophilic Cys (Soylu and Marino, 2016) (Supplementary Table S1 ).
The functional analysis part is composed of several independent calculations relying on different algorithms for structural Cys (Brylinski and Skolnick, 2011; Ceroni et al., 2006; Marino and Gladyshev, 2012; Passerini et al., 2011; Sigrist et al., 2013) ; each method is run independently and then a majority consensus approach applies: if predicted by multiple methods, a Cys is considered a reliable candidate; if predicted Tables S2  and S3 ). We tested the validity of this approach and found it to be beneficial (improved performances, compared to each standalone predictor; Supplementary Table S4 and related discussion). For catalytic and regulatory Cys, Cpipe employs in-house developed similarity search strategies, accounting for local similarity to known instances of both types (Supplementary Table S5 ). The searches rely on blasting 13 amino acid long sequences (13aa) flanking the query Cys against manually curated reference datasets. We tested the specificity (for one query Cys) of 13aa strings and found it to be sufficiently high (>95%) to allow them to be used as seeds for local similarity searches; Cpipe considers identities in the range of 100% (reliable sites) to 80% identity (putative novel sites) (see Supplementary Table S6 ). We note that Cpipe performances depends on the predicted function (MB, SS, or reactive by HAL), with most reliable predictions being those for MB (majority decisions) and least reliable for SS (minority predictions). A detailed discussion is provided in Supporting Information. Apart from predictions and calculations, Cpipe includes several other significant features, representing novelties in the field: (i) analysis of conservation (across different databases) for each query Cys; (ii) clustering analysis of energy based parameters as they distribute in structural ensembles; (iii) computation of a many relevant physicochemical features, not only for the whole protein but also specific to Cys nano-environment.
Implementation and usage
Cpipe is written in Python and implemented as a web service hosted by Apache server. By design, Cpipe is based on both in-house developed programs and on some external tools: for the latter, the raw outputs are enhanced with custom built scripts and carefully knitted into resourceful result pages. Indeed, we should mention that a considerable part of the work regarded the coding and testing (e.g. of its robustness) of the platform per se (the service being overall complex and rich in features). For details on the implementation, we refer to Supplementary information. Once accessed through the web, Cpipe simply requires an appropriate input (PDB or fasta) to start calculations with default options. Operational parameters (e.g. reference databases, confidence values, etc.) are customizable through a modal window.
Application -(web service)
Cpipe can operate on different levels of input data (see Supplementary  Fig. S2 ): (i) sequence ('fasta' option; this initiates sequence-only analyses, skipping energetic evaluations), (ii) single conformer structure ('Single Structure'; the input will be a structure in PDB format) and (iii) structural ensemble ('Structural Ensemble'): with this option the user can upload an ensemble file. For structural inputs, up to two chains can be specified (with notation 'XjY' chain X data are displayed, while chain Y is included in calculations), a noteworthy feature (for the evaluation of residues near the interface with other chains).The results page of Cpipe is composed of two main sections: (i) a graphical overview of functional predictions (see Supplementary  Fig. S3 : separate bars for 'SS', 'MB', 'Cat' and 'PTM'); (ii) a graphical representation of the computed reactivity with HAL-Cy, with two gauges for energetic contributions and for the similarity with known nucleophiles. A symbol on the left of each Cys labels the prediction status (green sphere: functional by consensus or positive by HAL-Cy; orange: non-consensus predictions; red: otherwise). Clicking on the Details button (for each Cys), data underlying predictions and additional contents are reported in a substantially informative new page (see Supplementary Fig. S4 ), divided in sections: (i) general information (including the query Cys conservation, a useful measure that may also serve to support predictions), (ii) a plot of exposure versus pKa with which to assess intrinsic Cys reactivity, (iii) energetic data (detailing structure based computations), (iv) similarity data (detailing similarity searches; if matches are found, alignments are displayed with relevant links) and (v) functional analysis data (outlined in separate boxes, by category). With the ensemble option, the details page is particularly significant. For example, the exposure-pKa plot (see Supplementary  Fig. S4 ) is enriched with statistical evaluations of intra-ensemble variability, returning a comprehensive overview (that may assist detecting events of reactivity and/or charge shifts). Details on Cpipe usage (customization of the algorithms, inputs, outputs and plots) are provided in the online tutorial. Due to its unique comprehensiveness, Cpipe can apply to a variety of research scenarios; for instance, the screening of query proteins for physiologically active sites (e.g. regulation via one or more PTM types), which can prompt the discovery of novel functional sites; in other cases, it may serve the protein biochemist (or engineer, in case of designed proteins) for focused evaluation of Cys reactivity and structural properties (to detect highly 'activated' Cys, or occasionally reactive sites, or possibly unstable disulfides, etc.).
Conclusion
Cpipe is an information portal conceived as a support tool for in depth Cys investigations; while it provides a comprehensive range of predictions, it does not 'force' one (one function over another), rather presenting the complete picture, accompanied with a wealth of data, contents and information; altogether, it represents a unique addition (as well as the most powerful resource available to date) to the field. Lastly, Cpipe was developed with a high degree of expandability in mind; new databases can be promptly added: we plan to periodically check for relevant developments and accordingly update the service.
